analysed system [1] [2] [3] . The generalization for system of
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algorithms, Fisher information matrix.
For one system, the optimal sensor location is a 1 Introduction combinatorial problem where one seeks to place Ns sensors out of M potential locations. The test of all The problem of sensor location is crucial for system possibilities is rarely realistic, one can thus consider sets of identification, control and damage detection which requires N sensors simultaneously (simulated annealing, genetic accurate measurement of the responses of the system [16] , searches [13] [28]) or sequential approaches where one [19] [20] [21] [22] [1] , where the provide the greatest opportunities for the detection of matrix D is of the dimension LxN where it is assumed failures [4] , [6] , [9] , and [10] . This problem has been that each sensor reading is a one-dimensional vector of widely investigated in the last decade and many methods dimensionL << N < M. The objective assumed in this such as minimal energy principle, mode shape independent paper is to find the optimum number of sensors N out of principle, Fisher information matrix, effective interference M possible locations and should not be confused with the method etc, have been developed for the determination of dimensionality reduction, where the goal is to reduce the sensor locations in many contributions [9] , [22] , and [29] . value of length of vector observability P [4] , [5] , and [8] .
However, these placement optimization criteria focused on maximizing either the controllability or the observability of
The objective function, optimization of Gram matrix the system assuming that the sensor readings are not determinant, may have multiple local optima and saddle affected by interferences [28] .
points, and hence any local search might stagnate at a suboptimal solution. Following the work in [1] , the proposed method is convergent having a unique global The accuracy of estimation for q may be evaluated be error optimum. Previous work addressing the issue of optimally of estimation which is the expected value of the quantity locating of a given number of sensors has been carried out T by several investigators and the criteria have been used are: (q -q)(q -q) being related to the Fisher information trace norm [22] , determinant norm [14] and extremal matrix F [22] 
c) Extemal eigenvalue M-3 =Amin (F).
In this considered system, the vector from measurements Different from previous criteria used so far, for denoted by y is composed by data from each of N optimal sensor location problem, for one system, in this sensorsy=IY1,Y2,{Y .,YN}. The individual contribution of paper we will use Gram matrix approach originally each sensor is denoted by qi (i = 1,2,..., N) . Based on (1), introduced in the context of interference avoidance in [1] . the mathematical model used in this paper is given by the The Fisher information matrix from (4) becomes:
following matrix equation
where D is the matrix of the designated pattern vectors
In order to minimize the error of estimation given by (4) , A~~~~~~~~~~~~we need to maximize the determinant of the Gram matrix d ') w is a vector representing the measurement noise and gen by (6) .mFor the sytem whe Gine hath I given by 7 6 . For the system where engine health all other effects due to the interferences; it is assumed to monitoring is to be analysed, suppose that sensor reading i have a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and the is decoded using a linear receiver denoted by ci requirement of each user that has to be met for satisfactory formulated as follows: For Vi, N < i < M find performance. The optimum receiver ci is one that maximizes SIRi. The system model proposed in this paper arg max det G = (I-di GIl di) det Gi (10) characterized by (2) and (8) is used for engine health monitoring; no other work is known to the authors focusing using the constraint given in (8) and (9) . on the optimum sensor location based on their ability to communicate each other in the presence of interference.
Since the Gram matrix is a summation of the contribution of each degree of freedom or sensor location to 3 Problem Formulation*the mode shape of structural engine health monitoring, maximizing its determinant will lead to the best placement In order to formulate our problem, we will fix the set in the presence of interferences. The first step in our and the sensor readings d for each 1 . i M, and we iteration loop (See also Section V) is to calculate (10) for 2) 'all sensors location, and thus the sensor corresponding to will consider the matrices D -[dt ...t ),---,dt )] and the lowest value of 1-dTGAidi is removed. The resulting Q = diag(q1, q2,..., qM), respectively. In this way we have Gram matrix is updated with the reduced number of the included all sensors in the system. Now, consider the same remaining sensors in the system, and the above procedure is matrices when the sensor reading i is deleted from the repeated until the number of sensors is reduced until to the system:
and given number of sensors N. The proposed method could be generalized for many systems.
Q-i = diag(qj, ...qi1, qi+,1 ..., qM), respectively. Based on the above matrices let us consider another two matrices 4 Sensitivity Analysis A survey of the literature shows that the sensitivity Z = DQDT + I . These two matrices are positive definite analysis for sensor location for systems identification (for having the following eigenvalue decomposition [11] for only one system) has been investigated intensively [9] 17 UiAUT, Z = UA UT where U, U, are unit location for parameter identification of linear structural -i U1A1U1, Z=UAU where U, U are unitary systems by discussing the influence of noise on these. In [9] matrices. Then using (8) for each sensor i, we obtain the effect of noise on sensor placement for on-orbital identification of large structures is studied and it is ( Having identified the sensor location, the problem will where xi = A,71"2Utcj be which criterion among the combinations of all possible sensor locations to adopt in order to select an optimal set effectively, such that the measured data will give desirable A eio f r Timization problemcanb results for achieving a better estimation of structural states. formulated as follows: Let G_i = D-1D,i the Gram matrix We propose as a criterion the spectral condition number of obtained be deleting the reading sensor i which is most Gram matrix G =DT.D . defined below affected by interferences and its signal to noise ratio is -lbelow the admitted level specified by the system. In another words, the sensor reading having the lowest influence on The determinant of Gram matrix can be also expressed in terms of its deleted. we propose an iterative procedure starting with a eigenvalues. The issue of global maximization of the eigenvalues of the number of M potential locations and ending with an Gram matrix was explored in [1] .
(i )= r I+7ap(G () (17) where the superscript "±" denotes the pseudo-inverse. The criterion is to locate sensors at those positions where the The fundamental result provided by (17) will allow us to spectral condition number A(G_j) reaches its minimum, so obtain the conditions when the sensor location determined as to achieve the best control effect. In this way we in noise free conditions are insensitive to noise under the determine the conditions under what the number of optimal proposed criterion, for one system only. In (17) we need sensors will remain optimal when the measured data used ax8 for sensitivity analysis are contaminated by additive noise. that I + X-1 or a sufficient condition is that a -X 0 . Assume that the measured responses given by (2) 4), which produces the best estimate of q in (3). Hence the sensors should be placed in a way that the determinant where qk-I this time is a noise matrix whose properties of the Fisher information matrix obtained as in (6) is related to the number of users communication in the system maximized. When the procedure will start with all are studied in [1] . Similar to [3] we assume in this paper M sensor locations it must be noted that the candidate that the signals and noises are statistically independent of sensor locations are deleted in an iterative fashion and not each other. We can define the spectral condition number all at once because as the sensor locations which are the most affected by interferences are deleted than a loss of for the perturbed Gram matrix as A(G-j) = G :j Gi| linear independence is obtained. It is also important to note following (11). Using (13) and, based on (11) we obtain for that when a sensor is deleted from the candidate sensor set, the spectral number of perturbed Gram matrix the following the total interference in the system decreases. The expression procedure is implemented using the algorithm described below.
A(Qj)= G_, G j =| + i+1 Gil (14) The implementation procedure for determining the optimum number of sensors consists in the following steps:
Using matrix perturbation theory [23] an upper perturbation 1) A random matrix S = [d(l), d (2) [23] . It was proved in [23] to the sensor reading with lowest interference (9) 25 continues till we obtain the final 6 sensors. After running Number of Sensor the computational procedure described in Section 5 the optimal placement is obtain as in Fig.2 where only 6 
Conclusions
The problem of sensor location for system identification in the context of system of system in general sense remains open. In this paper we attempted to solve this problem considering sensors as system having full communication capabilities and using minimum interference algorithms. We used a Gram matrix approach for the sensitivity 2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~analysis and our simulations validated the mathematical It is well-known that a sensor network can be deployed in two ways:
formalism. random placements and grid placement. For an unknown environment with multipath interference the random placement is the best choice.
